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Abstract: The interaction of the anticancer drug hypocrellin B (HB) or the mono-cysteine 
substituted hypocrellin B (MCHB) and calf thymus deoxyribonucleic acid (CT-DNA) has been 
investigated using spectral methods.  The results of UV-visible spectra show that the HB and 
MCHB could intercalate into the base-stacking domain of the CT-DNA double helix.  The studies 
of fluorescence spectra and circular dichroism(CD) spectra also support the interacalation 
mechanism. 
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Hypocrellins are perylene- quinonoid pigments isolated from Hypocrella bambusae1 in 
China.  They have been used as a phototherapeutic agent against various skin diseases 
and superficial tumors2.  Recently, investigations show that Hypocrellins possess a 
light-induced toxicity against the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1), the vesicular 
stomatitis virus (VSV), and the tumor 3.  In the phototherapeutic treatment of virus or 
tumor cells, one possible target of hypocrellins is DNA molecule.  It has been reported 
that hypocrellin A (HA) and hypocrellin B (HB) can result in the photodamage of 
plasmid pBR322 DNA4 and calf thymus deoxyribonucleic acid (CT-DNA) 5, respectively.  
The photodynamic properties of hypocrellins depend strongly on the way by which 
ground state hypocrellins interact with DNA target (e.g. intercalation, surface binding, or 
no affinity at all).  However, to our knowledge, no direct study on the interaction of 
ground state hypocrellins and DNA is reported until now.  The research on the direct 
interaction occurring between hypocrellins and DNA would be helpful in understanding 
the therapeutic mechanism of hypocrellins and their ramifications in depth, and in 
designing and synthesizing new ramifications which have stronger binding ability to 
DNA and possess higher phototherapeutic effect on DNA.   

In this letter, the interaction mechanism between CT-DNA and HB or MCHB 
(Figure 1) was studied by spectral methods, the results indicate that the HB and MCHB 
can intercalate into the base pairs of CT-DNA molecule. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
HB and MCHB were prepared according to the literatures 6.  The aqueous solutions of 
them were prepared by adding small amounts of concentrated DMSO solutions of HB or 
 

 
 
  

MCHB to double distilled water 7.  In the region of 360 nm to 800 nm of the UV-visible 
absorption spectrum, HB has a characteristic absorption band with maximum at 466 nm 
due to π-π* transition (curve a in Figure 2).  Upon addition of increasing amounts of 
CT-DNA to a series of aqueous solution containing a fixed concentration of HB, notable 
changes in the UV-visible absorption spectrum of HB were observed after mixing for 12 
hours in dark.  The absorption bands at 466 nm shifted to longer wavelength, and the 
spectrum showed strong decrease in the peak intensities (hypochromicity) on increasing 
the concentration of CT-DNA.  When 120 uL CT-DNA was added, the peak at 466 nm 
shifted to 535 nm (curve b in Figure 2), and the intensity decreased 34%.  It is known 
that intensity changes in the absorption band (hypochromism) and shift in the wavelength 
(red shift, bathochromism) are a hallmark for intercalation of chromophores to DNA 
helix8.  Therefore, Such pronounced hypochromism and bathochromism observed from 
the absorption spectrum of HB suggest there is a strong intercalation of HB molecule 
into CT-DNA base pairs.  This implies a close proximity of HB chromophore and the 
CT-DNA base pairs, i.e., a strong overlap between the electronic states of the 
intercalating chromophore and those of the CT-DNA bases occurs.  It is different from 
the above results of HB, MCHB has two characteristic absorption bands at 591 and 753 
nm (curve a in Figure 3) 6, respectively.  The short wavelength band (591 nm) comes 
from π-π* transition of HB moiety, while the long wavelength band (753 nm) could be 
assigned to be the intramoleculer charge transfer (ICT) transition from the N and S atoms 
of the cysteine moiety to the π* orbital of HB moiety6.  When adding 120 uL CT-DNA 
into the solution of MCHB, the absorption band at 591 nm shifted to 606nm, and the 
intensity decreased 24%( curve b in Figure 3), suggesting MCHB also interacts with 
CT-DNA in the same way as that of HB, but the binding ability of MCHB to CT-DNA is 
smaller than that of HB.  The enhancement of steric hindrance for MCHB approaching 
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Figure 1  The structures of HB (left)
and MCHB (right) 

Figure 2  The change of UV-visible 
absorption spectrum of HB 
aqueous solution (0.1mol/L) 
upon addition of CT-DNA. 
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to CT-DNA due to the substitute of cysteine may account for the weak binding ability of 
MCHB to CT-DNA in comparing with HB.  On the other hand, the phenomenon that 
the absorption band at 753 nm decreased drastically in intensity indicates that the ICT 
transition is forbidden, which might result from the conformation changes of MCHB 
caused by intercalation of MCHB into the base pairs of CT-DNA.  The conformation 
changes might reduce the overlap of the lone-pair electrons on N and S atoms with the 
π* orbital of HB moiety, and as a result, weaken the ICT transition significantly.   

The binding of HB to CT-DNA was also studied by fluorescence spectroscopy.  
The fluorescence intensity of HB was weak in aqueous solutions, but the addition of 
CT-DNA caused a gradual increase of the fluorescence intensity and a red shift of 
emission maximum.  Because HB molecules were bound to CT-DNA in a relatively 
non-polar environment compared to water; and the collisional frequency of the solvent 
molecules with HB molecules decreased due to planar aromatic backbone of HB 
molecule has stacked between adjacent base pairs of CT-DNA9.  There is a similar 
phenomenon in the case of MCHB. 
To further confirm binding interactions, ethidium bromide (EB) fluorescence 

displacement experiments were carried out.  EB is the most widely used fluorescence 
probe for DNA structure and has recently been employed to examine the mode and 
process of drug binding to DNA10.  When the system of the CT-DNA-EB was titrated 
with HB or MCHB, the emission intensity of the CT-DNA-EB system decreased as the 
concentration of titer increased with the addition of HB or MCHB.  The changes 
observed here are often characteristic of intercalation process11.  This phenomenon 
indicate that titer replaces EB from the CT-DNA-EB system and the replacement leads to 
the decrease in emission intensity of the CT-DNA-EB system.  The addition of HB 
gave rise to more decrease of the CT-DNA-EB fluorescence emission intensity than the 
addition of the same amount of MCHB, which is consistent with the results of UV- 
visible spectra, and indicate that the binding ability of HB to CT-DNA is larger than 
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Figure 4  Emission quenching of CT-DNA
EB system by HB (curve a) or
MCHB (curve b) 

Figure 3  The UV-visible absorption spectrum
changes of MCHB aqueous solution
(0.1mmol/L) upon addition of
CT-DNA. 
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that of MCHB.  Plotting F0 / F versus HB (curve a) or MCHB (curve b) gives a straight 
line, where F0 / F represents the ratio of emission intensity in the absence and presence of 
[HB] or [MCHB], with linear correlation coefficient of 0.997 and 0.984, respectively 
(Figure4).  The results suggest that only one kind of quenching process is involved and 
that HB or MCHB bind to CT-DNA mainly by one mode, i.e., intercalation12. 

Circular Dichroism (CD) spectrum measurement of the DNA molecules is one of 
the effective methods to monitor the conformational changes brought about by the 
interaction of host and guest molecules13.  The CD spectrum of CT-DNA exhibited a 
positive absorption band at 275 nm due to the base stacking and a negative band at 245 
nm due to the helicity of B-DNA14.  When HB or MCHB was added, both intensities 
for the positive and negative bands decreased significantly.  It suggested that the 
helicity and the extent of stacking among DNA base pairs have been disturbed due to the 
intercalation of HB or MCHB.  The effect of MCHB on the helicity and the extent of 
stacking among DNA base pairs were smaller than HB, indicating the binding ability of 
HB is larger than that of MCHB once again. 

In summary, the direct interaction occurring between HB or MCHB and DNA 
makes the characteristic absorption bands of HB or MCHB have the pronounced 
hypochromism and bathochromism, which indicates that HB and MCHB could 
intercalate into the base pairs of CT-DNA molecule.  Further evidences for the 
intercalation mechanism were obtained from fluorescence spectroscopy experiments, 
ethidium bromide fluorescence displacement studies and Circular Dichroism 
measurements.  The study on the interaction between HB or MCHB and CT-DNA is 
under way of time-resolved fluorescence spectra, gel electrophoresis and resonance 
Raman spectra. 
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